PowerOUT!™

POWER FAILURE LIGHT with ALARM and LED FLASHLIGHT

Never sleep through a power outage again... or be caught in the dark

Plug the PowerOut! into a 120V outlet. When the power fails, it will emit a pulsing 78dB alarm and illuminate an ultra-bright LED to provide safety lighting. The PowerOUT! can be removed from the outlet and when the 3-position switch is set to the “light” position it will silence the alarm and the LED will provide up to 2 1/2 hours of portable lighting.

- Compact ergonomic case
- Plugs into any 120V outlet
- Sounds an 78dB alarm in a power outage
- Use as a safety light with the alarm turned off
- Provides up to 2 1/2 hours of light
- Rechargeable NiMH battery included
- CSA Certified

As loud as an alarm clock, perfect for use in the bedroom!